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ARTICLES FROM JOURNALS

**Disaster Management**

Marathwada's dry story - How poor policies pushed the region into one of its worst droughts ever

**JAMWAL, NIDHI**

Down To Earth, 1-15 May 2016. p8-13

Marathwada's dry story; poor policies

Penny unwise, pond foolish

**JITENDRA**

Down To Earth, 1-15 May 2016. P14-19

Penny unwise; pond foolish

It is not a drought but a cumulative outcome of decades of policy sins

**MAHAPATRA, RICHARD**

Down To Earth, 1-15 May 2016. P20-23

Droughts; bad policies

A few villages from the drought-ravaged states can show you how to make India drought-free and more than double the income of farmers

**JITENDRA ET AL**

Down To Earth, 1-15 May 2016. p24-35

Drought-free; farmers growth; India

The Chennai floods of 2015 and the health system response

**GAITONDE, RAKHAL & GOPICHANDRAN, VIJAYAPRASAD**

Indian Journal of Medical Ethics, Vol. 1, No. 2, April - June 2016. p71-75

Chennai floods of 2015; health system response

The Chennai floods of 2015: urgent need for ethical disaster management guidelines

**MARIASELVM, SURESH & GOPICHANDRAN, VIJAYAPRASAD**

Indian Journal of Medical Ethics, Vol. 1, No. 2, April - June 2016. p91-95

Chennai floods of 2015; ethical disaster management guidelines

**Child Health**

Epidemiology of childhood overweight & obesity in India: A systematic review

**RANJANI, HARISH ET AL**

Indian Journal of Medical Research, No. 143, February 2016. p160-174

Epidemiology; childhood overweight; obesity; India; systematic review

Anaemia among schoolchildren from southern Kerala, India: A cross-sectional study

**RAKESH, P S ET AL**


Anaemia; Schoolchildren; Southern Kerala; A cross-sectional study

**Communicable Diseases**

Antiretroviral pre-exposure prophylaxis: A new opportunity to slow HIV spread in India

**MAYER, KENNETH H ET AL**

Indian Journal of Medical Research, No. 143, February 2016. p125-128

Antiretroviral pre-exposure prophylaxis; HIV spread; India

Measles & Rubella outbreaks in Maharashtra State, India

**VAIDYA, SUNIL R ET AL**

Indian Journal of Medical Research, No. 143, February 2016. p227-231

Measles; Rubella; outbreaks; Maharashtra

A half-baked attempt at Revamping Environmental Law

**DEVA PRASAD, M**

Economic and Political Weekly, May 7, 2016. p18-19

Environmental Law

Resources optimisation for tuberculosis elimination in India

**BABU, RANJITH**

Economic and Political Weekly, May 7, 2016. p26-34

Resources optimisation; Tuberculosis elimination; India
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Resources optimisation; Tuberculosis elimination; India
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Environmental Law
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**BABU, RANJITH**

Economic and Political Weekly, May 7, 2016. p26-34

Resources optimisation; Tuberculosis elimination; India
Pharmaceutical industry under scanner

RAJALAKSHMI, T K
Frontline, Vol. 33, No. 9, 2016. p101-103
Pharmaceutical industry; scanner

Screening transfusions for hepatitis E virus: Is it needed in India?

AGARWAL, RAKESH & GOEL, AMIT
Screening transfusions; Hepatitis E virus

Agriculture is injurious to health

DEULGAONKAR, ATUL & JOSHI, ANJALI
Economic and Political Weekly, May 7, 2016. p13-15
Agriculture; injurious to health

Understanding gender and healthcare in India

HOLLEN, CECILIA VAN
Economic and Political Weekly, April 30, 2016. p72-79
Understanding; gender and healthcare; India

Healing and dying with dignity: Where does India stand?

BANDEWAR, SUNITA V S & NAGRAL, SANJAY
Indian Journal of Medical Ethics, Vol. 1, No. 1, Jan.-March 2016. p5-7
Healing and dying; Dignity

Notes on researching sexual violence in India

BAXI, PRATIKSHA
Economic and Political Weekly, April 30, 2016. p80-88
Research; sexual violence; India

Struggle for equality: The women’s movement for the right of entry into religious spaces seeks to challenge gender - and cash based hierarchies.

RAJALAKSHMI, T K
Frontline, Vol. 33, No. 9, 2016. p4-7
ARTICLES FROM SOCHARA

The SOCHARA Team on providing community health in India

SOCHARA TEAM

BMJ Blog 27 May 2016,
http://blogs.bmj.com/bmj/2016/05/27/the-sochara-team-on-providing-community-health-in-india/

Consortium for Tobacco Free Karnataka

NEWS

pics4news.com, 27 May 2016,

Consortium for Tobacco Free Karnataka

BY LALITHA SWATHI VADREU AND SHIBAJI BOSE

Future health systems innovations for Equity blog, 27 May 2016,

Consortium for Tobacco Free Karnataka

NEWS

RIFA

Citizen matters Bengaluru, 06 May 2016,

NEW BOOKS @ CLIC

DEVELOPMENT

Dissenting diagnosis

GADRE, ARUN & SHUKLA, ABHAY

SOPHEA 15524 (DEV 170 P13) English page 73

Global Report on Urban Health: Equitable, healthier cities for suitable development